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Emoticons Jepun Happy Kaomojis is probably the most commonly of all Japanese emoticons and that's probably why this category is the largest on this website. All these Japanese emoticons are ecstatic with happy smiling mouths or happy comerous eyes filled with joy and mirth. Being happy to look for emoticons you
usually want to use high eyes. The best characters to use for this are ^, ', ', or ⌒ among others. The best characters to use for the mouth are people like ▽, ∀ or ω if you want to be comedy. You can also add * or # to rose cheeks or add waving arms with things like , /, ヽ or ノ. You can also always throw away stars or
hearts as well. Here are some of the more famous and classic Japanese emoticons in sight. These are emotes that are easily recognized by most people and now you can use them for yourself! They are often used on websites such as Reddit and 4chan. Try this famous happy emotes with different hands, objects, or
words! This happy kaomoji emoticon has a triangle for the mouth. This triangle gives smiles gergasi these joyful emotes, as if they can't get their mouths to open up any wider! These are emoticons that are lost to absolute joy and people's happiness, and all thanks to a beautiful triangle mouth. There's no beating him.
There are many possible options here, so I can guarantee you will find the perfect one for your self-expression. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Next (。 ◑ヮ◑。 TextKoolMake with ❤️ emoji This is kaomoji hiding. Why are they hiding? We will be able to be one of many reasons. Maybe they're scared, maybe they're peeking at you,
maybe they're not good. Whatever the reason is if you need a Japanese emoticon that looks like it is attached it comes out from behind the wall within a distance then you have come to the right place! You can take almost any Japanese emoticon and cut it in half or into several other size by | to make it as if it were
peaking from behind a wall. You get a bonus eye if you use a few more characters to pull some walls as well. The face of this text hides behind a | which is basically a wall, a staple, a pole, or anything else you can imagine. To make this, you basically just cut a portion of the text face and put | Right there. This makes it
look like they're peeking out from behind an object. Types of mouth used shows whether the emote feels destined, embarrassed, afraid, sad, etc. These emojis use ┬┴┬┴┤ or ├┬┴┬┴ to make a brick wall that they are hiding in hiding You can always see them peeking around the wall, sometimes showing both eyes or
perhaps just one. It really depends on how alive or embarrassed they are being. Because these emoticons are slightly larger, it is best to use them if there is enough space that will not break these emotes into various lines. Hiding From These kaomoji people hides from or behind others. This may be because they are
completely embarrassed, they avoid someone, or because they are spying. This is a great emoticon to use for children hiding behind their parents' feet! You can always add some other emoticons to show who this is hiding. These are a few more hiding emotes that don't really fit any of the categories above. I can't
exclude them so they get their own category. These Japanese emoticons are all hiding either behind walls, other objects, or even their own hands. They can only play spy-a-boo, who knows! This Category Holiday has Japanese emoticons and kaomojis that belong to different holidays such as Christmas, Halloween, New
Year, etc. I have broken every holiday into the emoticonal part of myself. Since the holidays always seem to come, keep coming back to this page so you can always send you the best holiday wishes! You can also go to the word emoticon category where there is a massive selection of holiday words that you can add to
this celebrating emotes! Christmas or Winter These Kaomojis Holidays are all related to either Christmas or some kind of winter holiday. You'll find snow, presentations, Christmas decorations, and all kinds of good stuff. There are also emoticons holding umbrellas for you in a warmer climate that don't get snow during
the winter holidays. Send some of these cute emote during winter holidays to help warm up :) These are all your Halloween-themed kaomojis with ghosts, devils, skeletons, spiders and more! These emotes are very spooky. You can actually go to the dead emoticon category for a bigger option. This is the only place you'll
find zombies, though! New Year and New Year Eve Brings in the new year with Japanese emoticons partying and lavish new years speeches. Add in confetti with characters like * to show that the party is really bumpy'. I can also say some of these guys look a little drunk.. Don't you think? Celebrate the birthday kaomoji
style with this birthday-themed emoticon. Some of them even have cakes! Yum! Birthday candles made with i, and you can add as much as you want so there are plenty of candles on the cake as the age of your friends! This is an amazing way to make this Japanese text face absolutely personal. Holidays and Other
Events These are some other holidays that don't have enough emoticons to get their own full category, on their own, I combine them together here. There is an option for Mother's Day, someone's wedding, April Fool, Valentine's Day, and whatever you celebrate that deserves congratulations. Send this holiday emoticon
to your loved ones to help celebrate a special day. I can promise they will adore you for that! This Japanese emoticon emoticon embraces things. Some of them may be glomping things. Some look like they'd like a hug but they're all on their own. If you are trying to embrace something over the internet then you can keep
that feeling into one of these kaomojis and send it instead. You can use &gt;, づ or ლ to show untested arms. It's also easy to put a second emoticon that is inseged. You can use any type of expression for people for all kinds of funny different outcomes. These kaomojis are ready to give a big hug and show it with their
wide open arms. They are very happy, caring, and friendly that anyone can step into such a hug! Send this to a friend if you want to offer them hugs, because obviously these emotes offer hugs to anyone they're looking for! Use the heart to your eyes ♡ adding love or using crazy eyes like ◉ send someone running away
from hugs. These emojis stretch their hands to give hugs in the right direction. Japanese Hiragana characters in づ and つ make big stretched arms and can be added to almost any emoji. Who are they in to embrace? That's up to you! Try adding in another emoticon. Embracing the left of this text face embraces left.
There is less than this because you can't use the same hiragana character for the arm because they don't face this way. However, there are still a few options for emoticons to embrace towards the left. If you find some more complex points don't appear on your browser, try switching to Safari. You can stick some of the
characters that run like ───==≡≡ΣΣ to any right of facing emot hugs to make some hugs running. This shows them running at the highest speed to give a hug to someone in need! Or perhaps they ran to embrace loved ones that they hadn't seen in a very long time. There's definitely a big cloud of dust behind them, no
matter the reason! You can also use similar characters behind the emoticons running towards the left. Multiple People Embrace Each other's cute text faces embracing each other or, in some cases, they will embrace each other. This is either a hug between friends, family, spouse, or even Guys, guys! Usually these
emoticons have a joyful expression but not always, which makes some pretty funny hugs. Add in a few hearts to make this hug more loving. This donor will hug. Their arms came out and they crossed. The characters are ⽘ and 乂 make the arms hug the great. It's like still moving for hugs and not quite getting there yet.
Hugs in motion!   The word Here are a few more hugging facial signs that have a few words working. In fact, the words here just say hugs. If you check out our entire category for word emoticons, you can find a huge option to choose from! The letters are always luxurious and look cooler than the English text of the
airplane.   This Japanese emoticon category features hungry kaomoji. How do you know they are hungry? We'll you can tell as they duped their lips, those droolings or their mouths wide open as if they were ready to devote the rest of the world! If you want to make your own hungry looking for kaomojis then the best thing
to use as a ڡ to mouth to show the tongue licking its lips. make a great open-mouthed symbol ཀ is perfect for a drooling mouth.   This emoji has a giant mouth made with character. They are prepared to devote any type of food or even things that may not be food. So what are you waiting for? Put something in that
chomper from them! I have to admit, some of these emotes seem surprisingly patient while others are certainly getting frustrated, especially those who look angry because they ʘ̆ eyes.   These are hungry kaomojis that lay their lips. They all use this ڡ to mouth with a tongue. Since this ڡ looks like smiling, these
kaomojis all feel very friendly. They can't wait to eat whatever they're hungry for. Licking Lips ൧� This donor style licks their lips with ൧� for their mouths and tongues. They must wait to eat something delicious. Depending on what points they have, these donors can seem frustrated, happy, neutral, or even patient. Using
frustrated eyes such as ತ, ᓀ, or ˭something with this lip-laying style makes these emotes look hanging (so hungry that they're getting angry!).   These Japanese emoticons are so hungry you can see drool dripping from their mouths. ཀ Make a perfect mouth, and you can also use ཫ', _᷊, ༎, or English letters q. They must
imagine a delicious food or beating someone's chocolate cake. Whatever it is, they are in trance on it and may not realize that they are twisting! These ─∈ forks have their forks out and they are ready to eat. They are not interested in waiting for someone to feed them, and they also do not stroll on something delicious.
No, these emoticons are really empowered and in for grub! Forks out!     Before 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 Next
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